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 Historical Literacy Project Model Unit Gallery Template


Unit Title:
Causes of The American Revolution

Designed by:  Melisa Stilwell, Amy Munson, Heather Patricco

District: Appoquinimink


Content Area:  History and Language Arts

Grade Level(s):  4/5


____________________________________________________________


Summary of Unit Students will explore/research events leading up to the Revolutionary War and discuss/understand the vocabulary relating to the war. Students will then arrange these events chronologically and present them via a visual presentation.

Stage 1 – Desired Results


What students will know, do, and understand

____________________________________________________________


Delaware Content Standards 

ELA:


Standard 1- Students will use written and oral English appropriate for various purposes


and audiences.


Standard 3- Students will access, organize, and evaluate information gained through


listening, reading, and viewing.


Social Studies:

History Standard One 4-5a: Students will study historical events and persons


within a given time-frame in order to create a chronology and identify related


cause-and-effect factors.

Big Idea(s) Students will create a chronology of events leading up to the American Revolution and identify logical cause and effect, using time lines and time frames.

Unit Enduring Understanding(s) Students will understand that information about persons and events can be organized chronologically to reveal cause and effect relationships.

Unit Essential Questions(s) To what extent does one event always lead to another event?

Knowledge and Skills – Students will be able to research events leading up to the Revolutionary War and discuss/analyze how specific events can impact others.

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence


(Design Assessments To Guide Instruction)

___________________________________________________________________


Suggested Performance/Transfer Task(s) Students will complete presentations to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of an event leading up to the Revolutionary War.

Rubric(s)  (for writing prompt)


		3

		Student chooses two events and accurately describes the cause/effect relationship between them.



		2

		Student chooses two events and partially describes the cause/effect relationship between them.



		1

		Student chooses two events but does not accurately describe the cause/effect relationship between them.



		0

		Student chooses two events but does not describes the cause/effect relationship between them at all.





Other Evidence Vocabulary activity, vocabulary quiz, group presentations


Student Self-Assessment and Reflection Students will respond to the following prompt:


Explain how one event listed below directly caused or was the event of another event listed below.

· Parliament issued the Proclamation of 1763,


· Parliament passed the Stamp Act, 

· Parliament passed the Townshend Acts, 

· British solidiers moved into Boston which eventually triggered the Boston Massacre, 

· Boston Colonists took part in the Boston Tea Party and the 

· British passed strict laws that the colonists called the Intolerable Acts.  

		3

		Student chooses two events and accurately describes the cause/effect relationship between them.



		2

		Student chooses two events and partially describes the cause/effect relationship between them.



		1

		Student chooses two events but does not accurately describe the cause/effect relationship between them.



		0

		Student chooses two events but does not describes the cause/effect relationship between them at all.





Stage 3 – Learning Plan


(Design learning activities to align with Stage 1 and Stage 2 expectations)


___________________________________________________________________


Lesson # 1


Introduction to the Revolutionary War and its Causes


Melisa Stilwell, Amy Munson, Heather Patricco


Lesson Description:  Prior to viewing an introductory video on the background of Colonial America, which includes the events leading up to and during the Revolutionary War, students will record any and all prior knowledge in the “K” section of a K-W-L chart.  Following the video and a brief discussion, students will pose questions they have about the causes of the war and will record them in the “L” section of the K-W-L chart.  Key vocabulary for the unit will be introduced and reviewed.


Time Required: One Hour


Essential Question Addressed:  What were the major causes of the Revolutionary War?


Enduring Understanding:  Students will understand that information about persons and events can be organized to reveal cause and effect relationships.

Materials:  


· K-W-L Charts (Students will create on notebook pages-Teacher will model on chart paper)


· Introductory Colonial America Video 


                    Double-Click on Icon 

"Am Revolution 


Video.wmv"




· Introductory Vocabulary ~


Causes of the Revolutionary War Vocabulary


1. Parliament: The national legislature of some countries, including England.


2. Proclamation: a public and official announcement.


3. Act: a formal decision or law by a ruler or other authority.


4. Triggered: an act or event, that caused a reaction or series of reactions.


5. Intolerable:  Impossible to tolerate or endure.

6. Taxation:  A government demanding an amount of money for support and services.

7. Representation: Speaking or acting on behalf of others.


8. Protester:  Someone who expresses objection or disapproval often about something they are powerless to change.  

9. Repeal: To revoke or recall (a law, tax, duty, etc.).

10.  Assemble:  To gather together into a group.

Procedures: After the teacher shows and pronounces each word, the students will repeat the word.  The teacher will define each word for the class and each word and definition will be placed in a pocket chart. Students will then complete the crossword puzzle, referring to the pocket chart as necessary. As time permits students will complete the word search and differentiated activities. To differentiate the lesson the teacher will have students complete vocabulary cartoons for the given words or use student made “concentration” cards to practice matching words and definitions.


Debrief: What were the major causes of the Revolutionary War?  You might also suggest activities or questions one might you pose to encourage and/or promote transfer.


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): Exit/3-2-1 Ticket


  Lesson # 2


Revolutionary War Cause and Effect Vocabulary


Melisa Stilwell, Amy Munson, Heather Patricco


Lesson Description:  As a review of the vocabulary for the unit, 


Time Required:   1 Class Period


Essential Question Addressed:  How does understanding the vocabulary clarify student’s understanding and presentation of the events leading up to the Revolutionary War?


Enduring Understanding: Students will understand that information about persons and events can be organized to reveal cause and effect relationships.


Materials:  “I Have, Who Has” Vocabulary cards (teacher-prepared) for each small group, 


Procedures: I have Who Has


“I have, who has?" uses a set of cards used to reinforce a particular skill that involves a simple matching: word with definition, problem with answer, foreign word with English translation, state with capital, etc. Everyone participates once in each round.

Give everyone a card. Pick a first person who will only read the bottom half of his/her card (often the teacher joins in the game and goes first). It will be the question. For example, "Who has the capital of Texas?" The person whose card says on the top "I have Austin" gets to read his/her card (both top and bottom). So for example, the person with Austin would read, "I have Austin, who has the capital of Minnesota?" Then the person with the card that has St. Paul on top will read his/her card. If everyone is paying attention and knows their facts, everyone will read their card and eventually, the last person will read a question and the answer will be the top half of the card of the person who started the round.


Debrief: Briefly but explicitly tell teachers to revisit the essential question for this lesson (write it out again here). You might also suggest activities or questions one might you pose to encourage and/or promote transfer.


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): Vocabulary cartoons and vocabulary quiz


Lesson # 3


Researching Causes of the Revolutionary War


Melisa Stilwell, Amy Munson, Heather Patricco


Lesson Description:  Working in groups, students will conduct on-line research of one of the following causes of the Revolutionary War:  Parliament issued the Proclamation of 1763,


Parliament passed the Stamp Act, Parliament passed the Townshend Acts, British solidiers moved into Boston which eventually triggered the Boston Massacre, Boston Colonists took part in the Boston Tea Party and the British passed strict laws that the colonists called the Intolerable Acts.  Student groups will then create a visual display detailing the event and present them in chronological order to the rest of the class.


Time Required:   2 Class Periods


Essential Question Addressed:  What were the major causes of the Revolutionary War?


Enduring Understanding: Students will understand that information about persons and events can be organized to reveal cause and effect relationships.


Materials:  access to computer lab or laptops for small groups of students, poster board, markers, crayons, colored pencils


Procedures: Working in small groups (as assigned based on student needs), students will research an assigned historical event which lead to the Revolutionary War.


Debrief: Revisit the essential question, “what were the major causes of the Revolutionary War?”. Allow students time after presentations to discuss the impact of each event and the relationship between events.


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): Students will respond to the following prompt:


Explain how one event listed below directly caused or was the event of another event listed below.

· Parliament issued the Proclamation of 1763,


· Parliament passed the Stamp Act, 

· Parliament passed the Townshend Acts, 

· British solidiers moved into Boston which eventually triggered the Boston Massacre, 

· Boston Colonists took part in the Boston Tea Party and the 

· British passed strict laws that the colonists called the Intolerable Acts.  

		3

		Student chooses two events and accurately describes the cause/effect relationship between them.



		2

		Student chooses two events and partially describes the cause/effect relationship between them.



		1

		Student chooses two events but does not accurately describe the cause/effect relationship between them.



		0

		Student chooses two events but does not describes the cause/effect relationship between them at all.





Resources and Teaching Tips (Consider the two questions below when completing this section.)


· Students may not share duties responsibly during the construction of the presentation. To alleviate this, carefully consider student strengths and weaknesses when assigning groups.


· The websites used for research may not be available. Preview before-hand to assure availability and have back-up resources available as needed.


· Website to use can include:


www.pbs.org

www.historychannel.com

www.historyplace.com

www.earlyamerica.com

www.socialstudiesforkids.com

Name : ____________________             
Date:_____________________


Directions: Write the word from the word bank in front of the correct definitions. 


Word Bank


_________________________________________________________


assemble      protesters         proclamation
    act            representation                        


Parliament             repeal            triggered        intolerable

taxation                __________________________________________________________

_____________  Impossible to tolerate or endure.


_____________ Someone speaking or acting on behalf of others.


_____________ A public and official announcement.





_____________ Someone who expresses objection or disapproval often about something they are powerless to change


_____________ To revoke or recall (a law, tax, duty, etc.).


_____________ A formal decision or law by a ruler or other authority.


_____________The national legislature of some countries, including                


England.                            


____________ To gather together into a group.


_____________ An act or event, that caused a reaction or series of reactions.


_____________ A government demanding an amount of money for support and services.

Revolutionary War

Across


2. To gather together into a group.


4. A government demanding an amount of money for support and services.


7. To revoke or recall (a law, tax, duty, etc.).


9. A public and official announcement.


10. An act or event, that caused a reaction or series of reactions.


Down


1. Speaking or acting on behalf of others.


3. The national legislature of some countries, including England.


5. Impossible to tolerate or endure.


6. Someone who expresses objection or disapproval often about something they are powerless to change.


8. A formal decision or law by a ruler or other authority.


Name:_________________________


Revolutionary War Vocabulary


N N L T M B J I F Z O F E T I


O K O R V W L H V F K L O C Y


I N O I T A X A T J B V V A T


T N A G T W C G T A V A J T C


A L K G C A E N R X X Y P R Q


M X N E K Z T E L A J W M R T


A P A R D P L N S A J Z H L M


L T D E T O R S E H E L Z Q O


C C V D T Z E O H S C P O W P


O I N N B M Z Q T L E F E V G


R K I Z B X A E T E Q R F R X


P A R L I A M E N T S A P Y D


T Y E B Q E A W C D F T F E O


S C V Y Y M Y A U C X Y E Q R


Q F S U A O H I Y N K C P R C


ACT                TRIGGERED


             ASSEMBLE            TAXATION


             INTOLERABLE         REPEAL


    PARLIAMENT          REPRESENTATION


             PROCLAMATION        PROTESTER
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		I have


act.




		I have


repeal.



		Who has


To gather together into a group?

		Who has


A government demanding an amount of money for support and services?



		I have


triggered.

		I have representation.






		Who has


To revoke or recall (a law, tax, duty, etc.)?

		Who has


A public and official announcement?





		I have


Parliament.

		I have


intolerable.



		Who has


An act or event, that caused a reaction or series of reactions?

		Who has


A formal decision or law by a ruler or other authority?



		I have


taxation.

		I have


protester.



		Who has


Someone who expresses objection or disapproval often about something they are powerless to change?

		Who has


Speaking or acting on behalf of others.





		I have


proclamation.

		I have


assemble.



		Who has


The national legislature of some countries, including England?




		Who has


Impossible to tolerate or endure?
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